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Many American households are behind when it comes to saving
for retirement. And while it seems obvious that making more money could
solve the problem, the reality is far messier: Raises—and how
we spend them—can actually make it more difficult to retire comfortably.
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So, what should people do with their raises? We examined what
people do with raises and the effects of those raises to identify real-world
steps people can take to better reach their retirement goals.
We found that:
1 People generally don’t increase savings rates when they get a raise.
2 Most Americans should always plan to “save part of the raise,” no matter how on-track they
were beforehand. But the amount people should save isn’t constant—it depends on their post-raise
standard of living, current savings amount, and age, among other factors.
3 The “spend twice your years to retirement” rule of thumb can help the most people stay on track to
meet their retirement goals, although the amount of savings varies significantly by household.
That means taking double the number of years left to retirement and using that percentage of your
raise for discretionary purposes, while saving the rest.
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Why Income Can Backfire
Earning more money seems like a great solution for insufficient savings, but raises can actually make
it harder to achieve a comfortable retirement. While people might save more in absolute terms
if they keep saving the same percentage of their paychecks, they still might not be saving enough.
There are three reasons for this:
3 Raises prompt “lifestyle creep,” which increases retirement needs.
3 Some common retirement assets are relatively fixed, such as expected income from existing savings
and Social Security retirement benefits.
3 The amount of time left to save for retirement (to achieve a new lifestyle standard) can
be relatively short, and making up for that requires relatively high savings rates, which are tough
for most people to maintain.
Beware of Lifestyle Creep
People tend to raise their standard of living as their income increases—we get used to the
incremental lifestyle changes fueled by gradually increasing income. Yesterday’s indulgences become
today’s new normal and tomorrow’s expectations, and studies show that personal happiness
adjusts quickly to new spending levels, so the emotional benefit of a raise is fleeting. We might
be momentarily happier with a larger house or fancier car, but we adjust in a matter of
months and are often left with higher bills and higher expectations for what we can afford.

What if an advisor has clients who say that lifestyle creep won’t affect them? Statistically, that’s
unlikely—but people can be overconfident. If a client truly doesn’t expect to spend more after
a raise, preparing for retirement becomes easier—the key is figuring out if they mean it. The lessons
in this paper show the downsides of overconfidence, and if clients still believe they’re immune to
lifestyle creep, making a written commitment to preserve pre-raise spending levels might help
them stay on track. That way, they save more and don’t feel the pain of lost lifestyle now, or they
realize their overconfidence and prepare to save more to accommodate the likely creep.
Retirement Assets Don’t Grow Like Income
When people get a raise, their existing retirement assets—like Social Security retirement benefits
and existing savings—stay static or grow more slowly than changes in income, and they may
actually shrink in proportion to new retirement needs. Exhibit 1 shows how retirement assets can be
outpaced by retirement needs when a person gets a raise, assuming that person’s salary goes
from $100,000 to $120,000 at age 47 and they keep saving a constant 11% of their salary.1 Social

Security retirement benefits do increase with wages, but only to a certain amount. Social
Security retirement benefits are calculated based on tiers of benefits called “bend points.” For the
lowest earners, Social Security provides 90% of average lifetime inflation-adjusted income,
but higher earners receive marginally less as income grows.

1
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This example does not incorporate a discount weight when calculating the net present value of the person’s needs and assets.
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Savings-Rate Stagnation
People who maintain a constant savings rate when they receive a raise will end up saving
more money in absolute terms—saving 10% of $100,000 amounts to more than saving 10% of $80,000.
Savings rates, however, generally need to increase in both relative and absolute terms to account
for new retirement needs once a person’s lifestyle adjusts to the additional income, but many
people don’t do that. We compared the average change in savings rates over a three-year period
of individuals who received a raise versus those who did not, using data from a U.S. recordkeeper.2

We found that, on average, there really wasn’t much difference in savings-rate changes among
people who received raises and people who didn’t. In other words, people tend to save about
the same, in percentage terms, regardless of whether or not they received a raise. This isn’t a smart
strategy, as we’ll demonstrate next.
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Exhibit 1: The Impact of a Raise on a Person’s Retirement Readiness
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savings rates generally need to rise with wage increases. But by how much? We analyzed
how savings should respond to raises to keep pace with new retirement needs using data from the
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The Survey of Consumer Finances is a triennial survey conducted by the Federal Reserve that includes detailed information on families’ balance
sheets, pensions, income, and demographic characteristics.
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Save More, Especially If You’re Older
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Our results suggest that older households should save more to keep up with their new standard
of living after getting a raise, despite how much they’ve already saved.
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Exhibit 2: How Much of a Raise Should be Saved?
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Exhibit 2 shows the percentage of a raise a household should save to match their standard of
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shows that the older people are, the more of their raise they need to save, regardless of
whether the household is well funded or not. Lifestyle creep at an older age can be especially
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Missing data in the survey is imputed five times using a multiple imputation technique. The information is stored in five separate imputation
replicates; only the first of these was used in this analysis. See appendix for the core assumptions of our model.
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difficult, because people have less time to save for their new retirement needs, and savings have less
time to grow in the market. There’s also less time for Social Security retirement benefits to keep pace,
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Rules to Do Better
To help60households figure out how much of a raise they should save to reach their retirement
goal, we analyzed a few potential rules of thumb that might make it easier for people to figure out
what they need to do when they get a raise. Here are three rules we tested:
40

3 Spend twice your years to retirement: If you are going to retire in 10 years, you should spend 20% of
20 and save the remaining 80% for retirement.
your raise
3 Save your age, as a percentage of the raise: If you are 50 years old, you should save 50% of the raise.
0
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by $1,000, 51–55
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Exhibit 3: The Effectiveness of Each Rule of Thumb
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Exhibit 3 shows the effectiveness of each of those rules. The “spend twice your years to
retirement” rule has the highest success rate across age groups. “Save your age” is a successful
tactic until around age 45; “saving 33% of your raise” tapers off even earlier, around age 35.
Since the “spend twice your years to retirement” rule usually entails the most savings out of the three,
the results shouldn’t be too surprising. Putting that rule into practice, however, might be difficult
because of financial constraints. If this is the case, the other rules of thumb might still be helpful, if
less ideal.
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It’s also important to note that the rules are intentionally general and simple. They’re good starting
points for families, especially if families are unlikely to get a more-detailed analysis, but ideally
retirement plans should consider personal characteristics and needs. This is a great opportunity for
advisors to discuss which rule is right for their client.

What This Means for Investors
We built three hypothetical case studies to show how three different people would be impacted by
a raise and how they could incorporate a savings rule to reach their retirement goal.
John: Staying on Track
John is 55 years old, earns $250,000 a year, and has $2 million in assets set aside for retirement.
Once he retires in 10 years, his current assets of $2 million will generate roughly $150,000 yearly and
Social Security will provide close to $29,700 yearly. He plans to save 10% of his yearly income
until retirement, which will provide about $15,500 in retirement income every year. Overall, John’s
doing great, and he’s on track to achieve his retirement needs.

John gets a 5% raise. His existing savings rate (10%) will now provide over $16,200 per year in
retirement, but his current assets and Social Security benefits stay stagnant.5 He’ll have considerably
more in retirement, but he won’t necessarily be better off.
After his raise, his standard of living also rises, making his new retirement need close to $199,700
per year, so he’s only on track to get about $196,200 from his combined assets at the time of
retirement. To get back on track, the “spend twice your years to retirement rule” would work best.

Exhibit 4: The Impact of a Raise on John’s Retirement Plan
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Source: Morningstar, Survey of Consumer Finances.
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Due to the calculation approach (i.e., using bend points and the fact that benefits are capped at an income of $127,200).
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Donna: Catching Up to Her Goals
Donna is 55 years old, and her yearly income is $150,000. She has $250,000 in assets set aside for
retirement savings, so Donna’s on track to fund only 50% of her retirement needs: Her assets,
Social Security, and future contributions (now at 10% of yearly income) will amount to about $57,600

a year in retirement.
When Donna gets a 5% raise, her existing savings rate (10%) will provide about $9,700 a year
in retirement income. But since she’s beyond the maximum income for additional Social Security
contribution, those benefits stay the same.
Instead of being better funded after her raise, Donna is now a bit further behind. Donna’s new
retirement need is close to $119,800, and she’s only on track to receive about $58,100.
Donna’s retirement goal grew disproportionately to her savings. Given her age and current assets,
the “spend twice your years to retirement” rule would at least improve her funded ratio
proportionately to her new raise.

Exhibit 5: The Impact of a Raise on Donna’s Retirement Plan
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Stephanie: Making Smart, Early Decisions
Stephanie is 30 years old and earns $60,000 a year. Her current savings rate for retirement is 3% and,
since she only recently started saving, her savings thus far will only generate about $800 per
year in retirement. Given her current income bracket, Stephanie expects to receive around $22,600
from Social Security. Even though Stephanie started saving early, she’s on track to reach only
53% of her retirement needs.

Stephanie gets a 5% raise, and she’s hoping to use some of it to catch up. She’s saving more: Her
current 3% savings rate will translate to about $7,500 in retirement income, and her estimated
Social Security benefits increase to almost $23,000 a year.6 While it seems like Stephanie’s better off,
she’s actually further away from what she’ll need.
Including her raise, her new need for retirement (after lifestyle creep) is about $60,700. Stephanie’s
increased savings don’t get her closer to her new retirement need: She was on track to reach
a 53% funded ratio before her raise, but now she’s looking at 52%. Given her age, any of the rules
would work for Stephanie to at least increase her funded ratio proportionately to her new income.

Exhibit 6: The Impact of a Raise on Stephanie’s Retirement Plan
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Source: Morningstar, Survey of Consumer Finances.
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Plan for the Raise
Raises are tricky. Lifestyle creep, stagnant savings rates, and Social Security tier caps mean that
raises can actually make it more difficult for households to reach their retirement goals. Our
test of three saving rules of thumb for how much of a raise households should save shows that the
“spend twice your years to retirement” rule is the most successful, but it can be difficult to
follow. The two other less-taxing rules provide good alternatives to follow until certain age points.

Saving can be a difficult exercise because of a universal tendency to procrastinate and the desire
for immediate gratification. To overcome the obstacles households face when saving for retirement
after a raise, everyone needs to start planning for the raise.
Many employers can use a program that lets people do that: The Save More Tomorrow7 program lets
people commit to a fixed raise in their retirement savings rate every year or commit a certain
percentage of their raises to retirement savings (though many employers don’t offer this second
option). It has been shown to be highly effective at increasing retirement savings, but it alone doesn’t
indicate how much to save or show why someone needs to save more just to stay on track for
retirement. Our analysis provides some answers to both challenges, and people should reach out
to their financial advisors to discuss their unique needs and find solutions for meeting
retirement goals. K

Appendix
Core assumptions for the model:
3 We forecast future earnings until retirement based on a standard salary curve (Torralba 2011: Salary Growth Calculation

Process for Ibbotson Wealth Forecasting Engine). Earnings usually peak between the ages of 45 and 50.
3 Social Security retirement benefits are based on the average of highest 35 years of earnings. We assume all Social

Security benefits are claimed at age 62. Note, the examples in exhibits 4–6 are based on a retirement age of 65.
If the household is married, we estimate the benefit for each spouse, based on that respective spouse’s assumed earning
history, as well as half their spouse’s benefit, and use the larger of the two for modeling purposes. Bend points and
income limits are for the year 2017.
3 Employer contributions are assumed to be a constant percentage of compensation and would increase proportionately

with the raise.
3 Age of retirement is based on when the household expects to access retirement savings, as indicated in the Survey

of Consumer Finances. We assume, despite the rosiest of projections an individual may make in the SCF,
that the minimum age of retirement is 62. Missing values in the data are also set to 62 (Blanchett 2018: The Impact
of Retirement Age Uncertainty on Retirement Outcomes).
3 We assume a real discount rate of 3% for net present value calculations. Returns on current assets are assumed to be 5%

every year. Taxes are ignored for the analysis. Retirement is assumed to end at age 90 (i.e., age 90 is the life expectancy).
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The Investor Success Project
Beginning in 2018, Morningstar started rolling out new
research on investors—who they are, what their
goals are, and how the advisors and asset managers that
serve them can make the most impact in helping
them reach those goals.
We don’t know what we’ll find, but we’ll share
everything we learn. We believe every bit of data that’s
uncovered can move the industry toward a future
that emphasizes investors’ front-and-center role in the
markets and helps them succeed.

Learn More About The Investor Success Project
morningstar.com/company/investor-success
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